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Abstract
1. Passive acoustic telemetry is widely used to study the movements of aquatic ani-

mals. However, a holistic, mechanistic modelling framework that permits the re-
construction of fine- scale movements and emergent patterns of space use from 
detections at receivers remains lacking.

2. Here, we introduce an integrative modelling framework that recapitulates the 
movement and detection processes that generate detections to reconstruct fine- 
scale movements and patterns of space use. This framework is supported by a 
new family of algorithms designed for detection and depth observations and can 
be flexibly extended to incorporate other data types. Using simulation, we illus-
trate applications of our framework and evaluate algorithm utility and sensitivity 
in different settings. As a case study, we analyse movement data collected from 
the Critically Endangered flapper skate (Dipturus intermedius) in Scotland.

3. We show that our methods can be used to reconstruct fine- scale movement 
paths, patterns of space use and support habitat preference analyses. For re-
constructing patterns of space use, simulations show that the methods are con-
sistently more instructive than the most widely used alternative approach (the 
mean- position algorithm), particularly in clustered receiver arrays. For flapper 
skate, the reconstruction of movements reveals responses to disturbance, fine- 
scale spatial partitioning and patterns of space use with significant implications 
for marine management.

4. We conclude that this framework represents a widely applicable methodologi-
cal advance with applications to studies of pelagic, demersal and benthic species 
across multiple spatiotemporal scales.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Animal movement has a pivotal influence on ecosystem struc-
ture and function (Nathan et al., 2022; Riotte- Lambert & 
Matthiopoulos, 2020). Within selected areas, movement can reflect 
habitat preferences (Mercker et al., 2021), species' interactions, such 
as foraging (Sims et al., 2008), and responses to disturbance (Doherty 
et al., 2021). Across species' distributions, movement shapes migra-
tion (Fudickar et al., 2021), redistribution (Pecl et al., 2017) and pat-
terns of space use, with profound conservation implications (Hays 
et al., 2019).

Advances in biotelemetry have revealed movement trajectories 
in unprecedented detail (Nathan et al., 2022). In aquatic environ-
ments, satellite tracking has been widely exploited but is limited 
by the time individuals spend at the surface (Hussey et al., 2015). 
However, over large spatial scales (typically, hundreds of kilometres), 
global location sensors have been coupled with latent- variable mod-
elling to reconstruct the movements of pelagic and demersal species 
(Block et al., 2005; Pedersen et al., 2008). Meanwhile, at fine spatial 
scales (typically, hundreds of metres), acoustic positioning systems 
have been used to reconstruct movements via multilateration (Orrell 
& Hussey, 2022). Passive acoustic telemetry (PAT) fills a gap be-
tween these systems (Matley et al., 2022). PAT generally comprises 
a static array of receivers with nonoverlapping detection ranges that 
record individual- specific detections of tagged animals within range. 
Yet while detections can indicate broad- scale features of movement, 
such as occupancy, gaps in detections challenge the reconstruction 
of movements and patterns of space use.

Four main approaches have been developed to reconstruct 
movements or patterns of space use from detections. The first sim-
ply maps detections (Lavender et al., 2021a). The second (and most 
common) approach estimates ‘centres of activity’ (COAs), usually 
as weighted averages of the locations at which detections were re-
corded over consecutive time intervals (the mean- position algorithm) 
(Simpfendorfer et al., 2002). COAs are translated into maps of space 
use via smoothing techniques such as kernel utilisation distribution 
(KUD) estimation (Udyawer et al., 2018). Network analysis is a third 
approach which treats receivers as nodes on a network that are con-
nected by edges defined by sequential detections (Lea et al., 2016). 
However, these approaches do not represent the processes that gen-
erate observations, including movement and the detection process. 
Consequently, the movements that generate observations remain 
unresolved and maps of space use may be substantially influenced 
by array design. Building on this limitation, latent- variable models 
represent a fourth approach (Hostetter & Royle, 2020; Pedersen & 
Weng, 2013; Winton et al., 2018). These models treat individual lo-
cations as latent variables that are linked, via movement and obser-
vation models, to detections. Yet existing latent- variable models for 

PAT cannot easily incorporate ancillary information on location, such 
as depth observations, that is often collected alongside detections. 
The incorporation of movement barriers, such as coastline, also cur-
rently requires bespoke Bayesian model- fitting algorithms that are 
computationally intensive.

A fifth ‘synthetic path’ class of approaches has been developed 
with the potential to address these shortcomings. These approaches 
generate movement path(s) that are consistent with the observations. 
In the ‘refined- shortest paths’ implementation, one path (the short-
est) is generated between the receivers that recorded sequential de-
tections and used to fit a dynamic Brownian bridge movement model 
that incorporates uncertainty with movement away from receivers 
(Niella et al., 2020). Aspillaga et al.'s (2019) related simulation- based 
method generates multiple least- cost paths to map space use. Yet 
while this method offers promise for capturing the movement and 
detection processes that generate observations, a holistic, mechanis-
tic modelling framework for achieving this goal remains lacking.

This study establishes a comprehensive, stochastic, ‘synthetic 
path’ modelling framework for detections that can incorporate ob-
servations, the detection process and properties of movement to 
reconstruct fine- scale movement paths and emergent patterns of 
space use. Key innovations include the exploitation of detection 
gaps alongside detections, the incorporation of multiple datasets 
and the comprehensive recapitulation of the movement and detec-
tion processes that generate observations. These advances permit 
the reconstruction of movement paths and refined maps of space 
use, informing analyses of fine- scale movements, residency and 
habitat preferences. The framework splits the inference process into 
two stages. In the first stage, each source of observations is used to 
establish the set of locations in which a tagged individual could have 
been located through time. We introduce the ‘acoustic- container’ 
(AC) branch of algorithms for capturing the information provided by 
detection and depth observations in this stage, but other data types 
could be combined in the same way. In the second stage, a particle 
filtering (PF) process is used to incorporate movement. Alongside 
the central framework, the coupling of the AC- branch and PF- branch 
algorithms collectively represents a new family of algorithms for 
inferring movements and patterns of space use termed the ‘flap-
per family’, following its motivation by research on the Critically 
Endangered flapper skate (Dipturus intermedius) (Dodd et al., 2022; 
Lavender et al., 2021a, 2021b; Lavender, Aleynik, Dodd, Illian, James, 
Smout, et al., 2022; Lavender, Aleynik, Dodd, Illian, James, Wright, 
et al., 2022; Thorburn et al., 2021). To support algorithm application, 
we introduce the flapper R package. Using simulation, we illustrate 
algorithm applications and examine their utility and sensitivity in dif-
ferent settings. Using flapper skate data, we demonstrate real- world 
applications for reconstructing fine- scale movements, refined maps 
of space use and in habitat preference analyses.

K E Y W O R D S
biologging, biotelemetry, centre of activity, particle filtering, utilisation distribution
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2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Conceptual overview

The framework advanced here recognises two sources of infor-
mation on movement trajectories in PAT systems. Information on 
location is the first: at any one time, detections (or lack thereof), 
alongside other observations, restrict our uncertainty in an animal's 
possible location. Information on movement is the second: at any 
one time, given a previous location, movement limitations restrict 
our uncertainty in possible future locations. This distinction trans-
lates into a two- stage modelling framework. The first stage recon-
structs the set of locations in which a tagged individual could have 
been located through time, given available data, using an AC- branch 
algorithm. The second stage uses movement restrictions to connect 
sequential locations, using a PF- branch algorithm.

We introduce three AC- branch algorithms and three correspond-
ing PF- branch algorithms. The first- stage AC algorithm is the back-
bone of the framework, capturing the information provided by PAT 
to define the set of possible locations of an individual through time. 
In an extension for depth observations, we introduce the depth- 
contour (DC) algorithm and show how the AC and DC algorithms 
can be combined via the ACDC algorithm. For each AC- branch al-
gorithm, we identify its corresponding PF- branch counterpart (the 
ACPF, DCPF and ACDCPF algorithms). Collectively, these are termed 
the ‘flapper algorithms’ (Table 1). Here, we consider these algorithms 
in discretised form with locations represented on a uniform grid and 
denote the coordinates of cell i 's midpoint by si. For graphical de-
scriptions, see Figures S1– S5.

2.2  |  Acoustic- container algorithm

The AC algorithm is designed to capture the information provided 
by detections (Figure S1). The crux is that detections anchor our 
knowledge of an individual's location around receivers, while in the 
gaps between detections the area within which an individual could 
be located expands beyond the receiver that recorded the previ-
ous detection while shrinking towards the receiver that recorded 
the next detection, in line with the individual's movement capabili-
ties. The dynamics of this process are captured by the expansion, 

contraction and intersection of areas termed ‘acoustic containers’ 
that define the set of possible locations of an individual according 
to receiver(s). We describe these dynamics for a simple array with 
non- overlapping receivers here and generalise the description in the 
Supporting Information S1.1.

Let us consider a sequence of time steps, indexed by t, along 
which detections of a tagged individual, indexed by tacc, are recorded 
at regular or irregular intervals (Figure S1). For each pair of detec-
tions, we can consider the individual's location from (A) the per-
spective of the receiver at which it was just detected (or its previous 
location) and (B) the receiver at which it was next detected. At the 
moment of the first detection (t = 1 and tacc = 1), from perspective 
A, the individual must be within the receiver's maximum detection 
range (�), excluding any inhospitable habitats (U), in an area termed 
the ‘detection container’. If we denote a disc centred (in generic 
terms) at location x with radius R by D(x, R), then at the moment of 
first detection the set of locations within which the individual must 
be located from perspective A (the container CA) is given by

where r is a matrix of receiver coordinates, rk
tacc=1

 denotes the location 
of the receiver (k) that detected the individual at tacc = 1 and � is a con-
stant. From perspective B, at t = 1 the set of possible locations spans a 
wider area, in line with the time between detections and the individu-
al's mobility, according to the equation:

where Δ
(
T1, T2

)
 is a function that defines the maximum distance the 

individual could move in the time between any two time indices (ge-
nerically labelled T1 and T2). This function is defined as:

where mobility is the maximum movement speed and �(T) is a function 
that returns the ‘clock’ time at time index T. The intersection of CA and 
CB (CI) defines the set of possible locations at t = 1:

Within CI, the probability of the individual being in any given location 
according to the AC algorithm, Pr

(
si || AC

)
, may vary given variation 

in detection probability (Figure S1). A standard detection probability 
model is a logistic model where the probability of a detection event at 
receiver k at time t (ev

[
k, t

]
), given a transmission from si, declines with 

the Euclidean distance (∣ ⋅ ∣) between the two locations:

where α and � are parameters. In a simple array, this model implies that 
the probability of the individual being in location si given a detection at 
k declines with distance in the same way:

(1)CA, t=1 = D
(
rk
tacc=1

, �

)
− U,

(2)CB, t=1 = D
(
rl
tacc=2

, � + Δ
(
tacc = 1, tacc = 2

))
− U,

(3)Δ
(
T1, T2

)
= mobility ×

(
�
(
T2

)
− �

(
T1

))
,

(4)CI, t=1 = CA, t=1 ∩ CB, t=1.

(5)Pr
(
ev
[
k, t

] ||| s
i
)
∼ logistic

(
� − � ×

|||s
i − rk

|||
)
=

1

1 + e−(�−�×|si−rk|)
,

(6)Pr
(
si

||| ev
[
k, t

])
∼ logistic

(
� − � ×

|||s
i − rk

|||
)
,

TA B L E  1  The flapper algorithms. The family comprises three AC- 
branch algorithms and three corresponding PF- branch algorithms. 
Together, the AC and ACPF algorithms provide a framework for 
the stochastic modelling of PAT data and the DC, DCPF, ACDC and 
ACDCPF algorithms represent modifications/extensions of this 
framework that incorporate depth observations.

AC branch PF branch

AC ACPF

DC DCPF

ACDC ACDCPF
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where 
∑

iPr
�
si �� ev

�
k, t

��
= 1 (see Supporting Information S1.1).

Moving forwards in time, we can consider a sequence of inter-
mediate time steps before the next detection (Figure S1). During 
this time, from the perspective of the individual's previous loca-
tion (A), the set of possible locations of the individual expands (in 
line with mobility) because it could have moved beyond its previ-
ous location. At time step t + 1 the container CA, t+1 will contain all 
locations (z) at most a distance of Δ(t, t + 1) beyond the previous 
container CI, t :

where p represents all locations in CI, t. Meanwhile, from perspective B , 
the set of possible locations shrinks, as the individual must have been 
located within the detection container of that receiver by the time of 
the next detection:

At each time step, the intersection of the containers defines the set of 
possible locations of the individual:

During this time, the probability of the individual being at location si 
in CI, given the absence of a detection at k (evc

[
k, t

]
), increases with 

distance from receivers:

where 
∑

iPr
�
si �� evc

�
k, t

��
= 1 (see Supporting Information S1.1).

Collectively, these dynamics recognise that as time passes be-
tween detections the individual could have moved away from the re-
ceiver that recorded the previous detection but only at a rate and in 
a direction that fits with the receiver that recorded the next detec-
tion. Thus, when the individual is detected again, the set of possible 
locations collapses to the detection container around the relevant 
receiver (and its intersection with previous and future containers) 
(Figure S1).

The result is a set of surfaces that describe the individual's pos-
sible locations though time. Their sum (over the number of time 
steps) defines a utilisation distribution that describes the expected 
proportion of time steps spent in each location— a metric termed 
‘proportion- of- use’ (POU). The key innovation of this framework is 
the mechanistic perspective that exploits information both within 
and between detections, through the incorporation of detection 
probability, movement barriers and mobility and the flexibility with 
which it can incorporate additional information (see S2.3– 5).

2.3  |  Depth- contour algorithm

The DC algorithm captures the information provided by depth ob-
servations (Figure S2). In general terms, this algorithm represents 

the probability of a tagged animal being in a location (si) at time t ac-
cording to a depth- error model (f ) that depends on the bathymetric 
depth in that location 

(
bathy

(
si
t

))
 and the observed depth (deptht):

For example, we could consider all locations in which the bathymetric 
depth is deeper than a lower limit and shallower than an upper limit, 
given two depth- error functions (�lower and �upper), as possible locations 
of the individual with uniform probability:

where a is a positive constant that defines possible locations of the in-
dividual, chosen such that 

∑
iPr

�
si �� DC

�
= 1. This model is suitable for 

both benthic and pelagic species and permits depth- dependent mea-
surement errors. As for the AC algorithm, the result is a set of surfaces 
that describe the expected proportion of time steps spent in each si 
(POU) and the extent to which an area captures an animal's depth pref-
erences (i.e. habitat representation). It also provides a means to incor-
porate depth within the AC algorithm (see S2.4).

2.4  |  Acoustic- container depth- contour algorithm

The ACDC algorithm integrates the AC and DC algorithms 
(Figure S3). At each time step, the AC algorithm defines the con-
tainers of the individual's possible location and within these the DC 
algorithm isolates the grid cells that meet depth constraints. At each 
step, the probability of each location is the (normalised) product of 
the probabilities derived from each algorithm:

2.5  |  Particle filtering algorithms

AC- branch algorithms can be extended via a PF process that incor-
porates a movement model to refine the set of possible locations of 
a tagged individual through time (Figure S4). Coupled with the AC, 
DC and ACDC algorithms, the combined workflow forms the ACPF, 
DCPF and ACDCPF algorithms (Table 1).

PF proceeds as follows. At the first time step, q locations (‘par-
ticles’) are sampled (with replacement) from the set of possible lo-
cations, according to probabilities from an AC- branch algorithm; 
that is, Pr

(
si
t=1

||| �
)
 where � ∈ {AC , DC , ACDC}. For each particle, 

movement probabilities to surrounding locations are assigned from 
a predefined movement model. In general, movement probabilities 
may depend on properties of the route between two locations (si

t
 

and sj
t+1

) and temporal variables (b):

(7)CA, t+1 =

{
zi such that

|||z
i − p

||| ≤ Δ(t, t + 1) for any p ∈ CI, t

}
− U,

(8)CB, t+1 = D
(
rl
tacc=2

, � + Δ
(
t + 1, tacc = 2

))
− U.

(9)CI,t+1 = CA,t+1 ∩ CB,t+1.

(10)Pr
(
si

||| ev
c
[
k, t

])
∼ 1 − logistic

(
� − � ×

|||s
i − rk

|||
)
,

(11)Pr
(
si

||| deptht
)
= f

(
bathy

(
si
t

)
, deptht

)
.

(12)

Pr

�
si
���DC

�
=Pr

�
si
��� deptht

�
∼

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

a if deptht+�lower
�
deptht

�
≤bathy

�
si
t

�
≤deptht+�upper

�
deptht

�

0 otherwise
,

(13)Pr
(
si
||| ACDC

)
∼ Pr

(
si

||| AC
)
× Pr

(
si
||| DC

)
.

(14)Pr
(
s
j

t+1

||| s
i
t

)
= g

(
si
t
, s

j

t+1
; bt

)
,
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where g is some function. For example, we could consider a model in 
which movement probabilities decline logistically with Euclidean or 
shortest distances between locations, with the rate of decline depen-
dent on predefined behavioural states (b ∈ {0, 1}), such as:

where h
(
si , sj

)
 is a measure of the distance between si and sj. For each 

particle, location probabilities from an AC- branch algorithm for the 
next time step are updated with these movement probabilities:

At subsequent time steps, this process repeats, with q new lo-
cations (‘particles’) sampled according to their probability, given the 
set of possible locations and previously sampled particles. The result 
is a time series of particle samples that are consistent with the data 
and model parameters.

2.6  |  From particles to maps and paths

Particles can be used to build maps of space use and reconstruct 
movement paths (Figure S5). For mapping, we suggest the POU met-
ric, derived from particle samples, alongside smoothing techniques 
(see Supporting Information S1.2– 4). For path reconstruction, we 
define an algorithm that links particles into movement paths (see 
Supporting Information S1.4).

2.7  |  Simulation

We illustrate, evaluate and apply the flapper algorithms using simu-
lated and real- world data in R (R Core Team, 2022) via the flapper 
package (see Supporting Information S2– 5; Figure S6; Table S1). 
To illustrate the algorithms and to evaluate their utility and sensi-
tivity in different settings, we begin by simulation (see Supporting 
Information S3). We consider a 4 × 4 km2 area and 12 simulated array 
designs (see Supporting Information S3.1.1; Table S2). We simulate 
movements of a benthic animal from a discrete- time, random- walk 
model, with the individual taking a ‘step’ up to 500 m in length every 
2 min, over 500 time steps (see Supporting Information S3.1.2). At 
each step, we imagine that the individual transmits an acoustic signal 
and simulate detections at receivers given a logistic detection proba-
bility model in which detection probability declines to zero by 300 m 
from receivers (see Supporting Information S3.1.3). Using open- 
access bathymetry data, we also simulate an ‘observed’ depth at each 
step from a depth- error model (see Supporting Information S3.1.4). 
The result is a set of detection and depth ‘observations’ for each 
array. Using these data, we implement three simulation analyses 
(named S1– S3 in Table S1).

For illustration purposes, we first consider one of the simu-
lated arrays and the associated observations (S1). Starting with the 
AC branch, we apply the DC algorithm to the simulated depths to 
demonstrate its utility for examining habitat representation, using 
the bathymetry data and depth- error model used to simulate the 
data (see Supporting Information S3.2). We then apply the AC and 
ACDC algorithms to the detection and depth datasets in the same 
way to examine the extent of possible movements (see Supporting 
Information S3.2). Using the outputs of the AC- branch algorithms 
and the movement model used to simulate the data, we apply PF. 
We use the DCPF algorithm to reconstruct possible ‘post- release’ 
movements over the first 30 time steps and the ACPF and ACDCPF 
algorithms to reconstruct patterns of space use across the whole 
time series (see Supporting Information S3.2).

Following illustration, we evaluate algorithm utility (S2) for re-
constructing patterns of space use (see Supporting Information S3.3) 
and sensitivity (S3) to misspecification in each array (see Supporting 
Information S3.4; Figure S7; Table S3). For these analyses, we visu-
ally compare POU and KUD maps of the simulated data versus those 
reconstructed by the mean- position algorithm (a useful reference) 
and the ACPF and ACDCPF algorithms.

2.8  |  Case study

We demonstrate real- world applications using detection and depth 
data from flapper skate (see Supporting Information S4; Figures S8– 
S11; Table S1). For these analyses, the ‘study area’ is located 
within a Scottish Marine Protected Area (MPA) (see Supporting 
Information S4.1.1; Figure S8). We implement four analyses to inves-
tigate habitat representation (A1), reconstruct patterns of space use 
(A2), examine post- release movements (A3) and explore fine- scale 
spatial partitioning (A4). For the analyses that incorporate depth (A1– 
A4), we assume a depth- error model that accounts for tag error, tidal 
range, bathymetry error and limited movements off the seabed (see 
Supporting Information S4.1.2; Figure S12). For the analyses incorpo-
rating detections (A2 and A4), we assume a logistic detection prob-
ability model, with detection probability declining to zero by 750 m 
from receivers (see Supporting Information S4.1.3; Figure S12). For 
the analyses incorporating movement (A2– A4), we assume a mobility 
of 500 m in 2 min, with movement probabilities declining dramatically 
beyond 250 m following a logistic model, especially during periods 
of minimal vertical activity that may reflect resting behaviour (see 
Supporting Information S4.1.4; Figure S12). For analyses based on 
PF (A2– A4), we sample 1000 particles at each time step. We use 
Euclidean distances to sample particles but shortest distances to 
process particles/paths (see Supporting Information S4.2– 4.4).

For analyses A1– A2, we consider the movements of a selected 
individual (540) over a 1- month period for which frequent detec-
tions and regular (2 min) depth observations are available (Figure S9) 
(Lavender et al., 2021a). In analysis A1, we apply the DC algorithm 
to depth observations to examine the extent to which exploited 
depths are represented within the study area (see Supporting 

(15)Pr

�
s
j

t+1

��� s
i
t

�
=

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

logistic
�
�1−�1×h

�
si , sj

��
if b=0

logistic
�
�2−�2×h

�
si , sj

��
otherwise

(16)Pr
(
s
j

t+1

||| � , s
i
t

)
∼ Pr

(
s
j

t+1
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6  |   Methods in Ecology and Evoluon LAVENDAR et al.

Information S4.2). In analysis A2, we use the mean- position, ACPF 
and ACDCPF algorithms to reconstruct patterns of space use, 
quantify residency and investigate sediment preferences (see 
Supporting Information S4.2). In analysis A3, we apply the DCPF al-
gorithm to reconstruct the movements of two individuals (1507 and 
1558) suggested to exhibit irregular post- release behaviour (IPRB), 
in the form of rapid re- ascents towards the surface, following catch- 
and- release angling (see Supporting Information S4.3; Figure S10). 
In analysis A4, we apply the ACDCPF algorithm to reconstruct the 
movements of two other individuals (542 and 560) during a period 
of cooccurring detections to examine fine- scale spatial partitioning 
(see Supporting Information S4.4; Figure S11).

The use of field data was reviewed and approved by the Ethics 
Committee of the University of St Andrews (number SEC21024). 

Data collection that involved live animals was carried out in com-
pliance with The Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 under 
the Home Office Project License number 60/4411 by competent 
Personal License holders.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Simulations

Flapper algorithms can be applied to examine habitat representa-
tion, reconstruct movement paths and map space use (Figure 1; 
Table S4). In the simulated data analysed for illustrative purposes 
(Figure 1a,b), the DC algorithm indicates the extent to which 

F I G U R E  1  Illustrations of the flapper algorithms. (a) and (b) show simulated data for which algorithms are illustrated. (a) shows the 
simulated array, including the bathymetry (blue), receivers (points), detection containers (dotted circles) and a movement path (arrows). (b) 
shows detections (black) and depths (blue) arising from the simulated path. (c)– (l) show the results from flapper algorithms applied to these 
‘observations’. (c)– (e) show DC, AC and ACDC POU scores. (f)– (h) exemplify reconstructed movement paths from the DCPF, ACPF and 
ACDCPF algorithms. The shorter path in (f) corresponds with the shorter time interval over which the DCPF algorithm was implemented and 
is shown on a zoomed- in bathymetry surface. (i)– (l) exemplify the use of particles to reconstruct maps of space use in terms of POU (i, j) and 
KUDs (k, l). Scores are scaled by the maximum value across all panels for comparison. Lines mark 50% contours.
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    |  7Methods in Ecology and EvoluonMODELLING PASSIVE ACOUSTIC TELEMETRY DATA

exploited depths are represented in the study area, highlight-
ing shallow (~50 m) and deep (~150 m) areas that coincided with 
exploited depths most frequently (Figure 1c). The AC algorithm 
highlights peaks in POU around specific receivers (in line with the 
concentrating effect of detections on location probabilities) but 
also suggests a core range alongside the possibility of wider move-
ments in detection gaps (Figure 1d). In the ACDC algorithm, the 
combination of detections with depth observations highlights a 
narrower region within which movements must have concentrated 
(Figure 1e).

PF- branch algorithms develop the AC- branch algorithms to 
reconstruct possible movement paths and refine maps of space 
use (Figure 1f– l). The DCPF algorithm reconstructs multiple ‘post- 
release’ paths (Figure 1f). Over the whole time series, the ACPF and 
ACDCPF algorithms reveal further paths consistent with the data 
(Figure 1g,h). Early in the time series, when detections were most 
frequent, illustrated and simulated paths overlap most heavily. This 
is especially true for the ACDCPF- derived path, for which initial par-
ticle samples were restricted to the deep- water area within which 
the individual was initially located. However, the reconstructed 
paths spread out over time, in line with the limited geographic re-
strictions on the individual's possible locations in detection gaps in a 
relatively homogenous bathymetric landscape.

Beyond movement paths, particle samples from the ACPF 
and ACDCPF algorithms reveal emergent patterns of space use 
(Figure 1i– l). POU maps are detailed but pixelated (Figure 1i,j) 
while KUDs smooth pixel- level variation to illustrate broad pat-
terns (Figure 1k,l). For the ACPF algorithm, POU concentrates at 
specific receivers but wider patterns broadly correspond with the 
simulated path, though movements beyond the boundaries of the 
simulated path allowed by the ‘observations’ mean that recon-
structed patterns are broader than those for the simulated path. 
For the ACDCPF algorithm, reconstructed patterns also encapsu-
late the simulated path but depart from the shape of simulated 
patterns as a result of the influence of the depth ‘observations’ 
and the shape of the bathymetry: while the simulated individual 
mainly exploited shallow- water habitats in the west, the ‘obser-
vations’ are also consistent with the exploitation of areas further 
east where these depth contours trace the edges of the central 
basin.

Across simulated arrays, the utility of the ACPF and ACDCPF 
algorithms for reconstructing patterns of space use varies but 
often compares favourably with the mean- position algorithm 
(Figure 2; Figures S13– S15; Table S5). For all algorithms, perfor-
mance is higher in arrays with more and regularly arranged re-
ceivers. Qualitatively, for the array with 25 regularly arranged 
receivers, the mean- position algorithm reconstructs the shape of 
the true pattern of space use with relatively high fidelity (Figure 2). 
The ACPF algorithm suggests a similar— but more diffuse— pattern, 
indicating potential movements to more distant locations. The 
ACDCPF algorithm represents the true pattern most effectively, 
but also highlights areas that could have been— but were not— 
exploited. For random or clustered arrays with similar numbers 

of receivers, performance is poorer. In these circumstances, the 
mean- position algorithm tends to generate few COA estimates 
that concentrate around receivers and do not capture the extent 
of simulated movements or the pattern of space use. For the ACPF 
and ACDCPF algorithms, detections at receivers similarly concen-
trate location probabilities, but the incorporation of movement in 
the gaps between detections results in less concentrated patterns 
that more effectively capture the extent of simulated movements. 
Of these two algorithms, the ACDCPF algorithm generally sug-
gests more precise maps that better represent the simulated pat-
terns, but also appears to highlight locations that were not— but 
could have been— exploited.

Patterns of space use are sensitive to parameter specifica-
tion (Figures S16– S19). In our simulations, severe parameter 
under- estimation frequently prevented algorithm convergence, 
particularly in situations with stronger constraints on individual 
location. For example, halving the maximum detection range (�)  
prevented convergence in 6/12 simulations of the ACDCPF al-
gorithm (Figure S17). In the simulations that converged, pa-
rameter under- estimation generally concentrated patterns,  
with �- under- estimation strengthening ‘hotspots’ over re-
ceiver locations, in line with the concentrating effect of detec-
tions on location probability (Figures S16 and S17); and mobility
- under- estimation strengthening ‘hotpots’ in- between receivers, 
where the simulated individual spent most time (Figures S18 and 
S19). In contrast, parameter over- estimation suggested wider pat-
terns of movement, with elevated ‘hotspots’ in- between receivers 
(with elevated �: Figures S16 and S17) and low probability move-
ments further afield (with elevated mobility: Figures S18 and S19). 
In most cases, these discrepancies increase relatively steadily with 
the degree of misspecification, but appear to plateau at elevated 
mobilities in most simulated arrays (Figures S18 and S19).

3.2  |  Case study

Applied to flapper skate datasets, the flapper algorithms indicate 
patterns of space use, possible habitat preferences and fine- scale 
movements (Figure 3; Figure S20). The application of the DC algo-
rithm indicates that most of the study area could have been used 
over the time window examined (Figure 3a; Table S6). However, 
there are specific areas in which bathymetric depths overlapped 
more often with observed depths. They represent habitats poten-
tially favoured on the basis of their depth (for the selected time 
series).

Moving beyond the DC algorithm, patterns of space use recon-
structed from the mean- position, ACPF and ACDCPF algorithms dif-
fer (Figure 3b– d; Figure S20; Tables S6 and S7). The mean- position 
algorithm's KUD broadly corresponds with a map of detection days 
while the ACPF and ACDCPF algorithms suggest more diffuse pat-
terns of space use that illustrate the extent of possible movements 
beyond receivers (Figure 3c,d; Figure S20). Importantly, both flapper 
algorithms demonstrate that the individual could have remained in 
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8  |   Methods in Ecology and Evoluon LAVENDAR et al.

F I G U R E  2  Simulation- based evaluation of the flapper algorithms for reconstructing patterns of space use. For each row, the array (a) is 
shown (with bathymetry) and numbered following Table S2 alongside reconstructed patterns of space use (b– e). Illustrated arrays comprise 
regular, random or clustered (parameter = 0.6, if applicable) arrangements with ‘few’ (~5) or ‘many’ (~25) receivers, as denoted on the left. The 
number of detection and depth ‘observations’ per array is given in brackets on the right. For each array, the portion of the simulated path 
between the first and last detections (b) is shown; while the underlying path was the same for all simulations (Figure 1a), there are differences 
in illustrated paths due to differing detection data from each array. KUDs from COAs (triangles) (c) and the ACPF (d) and ACDCPF (e) algorithms 
are shown for simulations that generated sufficient ‘observations’. Scores are scaled row- wise by the maximum value. Lines mark 50% contours.

F I G U R E  3  Applications of the flapper algorithms illustrating habitat representation (a), space use (b– d), habitat preferences (e) and 
movement paths (f– h) for selected flapper skate. (a)– (d) show reconstructed patterns of space use for an example individual (540) over a 
1- month period from the DC, mean- position, ACPF and ACDCPF algorithms (analyses A1– A2). POU (a) and KUD (b– d) scores are scaled to a 
maximum value of one (separately in (a) and (b– d)). Lines mark core ranges (50% contours). These maps are not ‘equally plausible’ but show 
how the integration of different sources of information affects inferences; the inclusion of acoustic and archival data in the ACDCPF algorithm 
produces the most refined map. (e) shows the implications of reconstructed patterns of space use for an analysis of sediment preferences 
comparing the ‘background’ proportion of each sediment type available (AV) in the study area versus the core range for individual 540 inferred 
from each algorithm (shown in b– d). (f)– (h) show reconstructed movement paths from analyses A3– A4. (f) and (g) show the 10 most likely 
post- release paths off two islands (Kerrera and Insh) reconstructed by the DCPF algorithm for individuals 1507 and 1558 (A3). (h) shows the 
most likely paths reconstructed by the ACDCPF algorithm for two other individuals during a period of overlapping detections at one receiver 
(A4). For all paths (f– h), shortest paths are drawn between sequential locations. Bathymetry and coastline data were sourced from Howe et al. 
(2014) and Digimap. Digimap data © Crown copyright and database rights [2019] Ordnance Survey (100025252).
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the study area throughout the study period, despite detection gaps 
lasting up to 43.70 h. Indeed, the ACDCPF algorithm suggests rela-
tively restricted movements within deep- water channels during this 
time (Figure 3d; Figure S8). Assuming this result broadly applies to 
the flapper skate analysed by Lavender et al. (2021a), estimates for 
the minimum time that tagged individuals spent in the area increase 
from 1– 256 (median = 34) to 2– 324 (median = 42) days.

Differences in reconstructed patterns of space use have implica-
tions for home- range (Figure 3b– d) and habitat preference analyses 
(Figure 3e). According to the mean- position algorithm, the prev-
alence of muddy sand within the individual's core range exceeds 
background levels. However, the ACPF and ACDCPF algorithms 
suggest that this result is an artefact of COAs' localised distribution; 
accounting for possible movements beyond receivers indicates that 
muddy sand is only marginally more prevalent than expected.

Alongside patterns of space use, the DCPF and ACDCPF algo-
rithm applications reveal fine- scale movements (Figure 3f– h). The 
application of the DCPF algorithm to two individuals that exhibited 
IPRB shows that the rapid post- release ascents of these individu-
als are consistent with benthic/demersal behaviour, despite the 
ascent rate (Figure 3f,g; Table S6). Meanwhile, during a period of 
overlapping detections for individuals 542 and 560, the application 
of the ACDCPF algorithm suggests fine- scale spatial partitioning 
(Figure 3h; Table S6).

4  |  DISCUSSION

This study provides a holistic framework and a family of algorithms 
for modelling PAT data. The central development is the recapitula-
tion of the movement and detection processes that generate obser-
vations, including detections, detection gaps and ancillary data. The 
algorithms provide a means to reconstruct fine- scale movements 
and investigate their drivers, examine emergent patterns of space 
use and infer habitat preferences for both benthic and pelagic spe-
cies. For reconstructing patterns of space use, the methods com-
pare favourably with the mean- position algorithm, producing maps 
that more effectively illustrate the distribution of possible move-
ments (particularly in clustered arrays) and provide a means to 
quantify residency through detection gaps. For flapper skate, the 
illustrative applications extend research on movement (Lavender 
et al., 2021a), depth use (Thorburn et al., 2021) and disturbance re-
sponses (Lavender, Aleynik, Dodd, Illian, James, Wright, et al., 2022), 
revealing for the first time movements following disturbance and 
fine- scale spatial partitioning. For the selected individual, the results 
strengthen the evidence for localised movements in the MPA, sup-
porting the view that spatial management can contribute towards 
skate conservation (Lavender et al., 2021a). For mobile aquatic 
species more broadly, there is significant potential for this line of 
research to support the implementation of conservation measures 
such as MPAs.

Our framework extends existing ‘synthetic path’ approaches, es-
pecially Aspillaga et al.'s (2019) simulation- based methodology. A key 

innovation is the separate representation of locational and movement 
information. This two- step framework provides a flexible means to 
combine datasets in the reconstruction of possible locations (the AC 
branch) and their linkage into movement paths (the PF branch). In the 
AC branch, at the moment of detection, our calculations permit any 
array design, including designs with overlapping receivers. At subse-
quent time steps, our approach can utilise information in detection 
gaps or consider sequential detections (as in Aspillaga et al.'s (2019) 
methodology). The representation of detection gaps is a significant 
development because it permits a fuller exploration of possible move-
ments than permitted under the assumption that individuals follow 
least- cost paths between detection containers. In situations with 
ancillary data, this approach also facilitates modelling movement at 
temporal resolutions limited by ancillary data rather than detections, 
which are often sparser. The PF branch provides a flexible means to 
integrate movement probabilities into this process. During PF, our ap-
plication can incorporate movement probabilities based on Euclidean 
or shortest distances, alongside time- specific variables, such as 
behaviour, informed by ancillary data. The shortest- distance rou-
tines themselves also improve upon those implemented elsewhere 
(Aspillaga et al., 2019; Niella et al., 2020) due to the exploitation of 
effective approximations and efficient C++ routines (Larmet, 2019).

The framework we advance provides opportunities to recon-
struct fine- scale movements, improved maps of space use and 
support habitat preference analyses. For reconstructing maps of 
space use, simulations illustrate that the mean- position and flap-
per algorithms fall at opposite ends of a precision/bias spectrum. 
In the mean- position algorithm, COAs are estimated from receiver 
locations, which means that maps of space use are relatively precise 
but can be biased by receiver locations. The flapper algorithms are 
also influenced by the concentrating effect of detections on location 
probabilities, but the incorporation of movement reduces the influ-
ence of array design, generating more diffuse maps. In regular, high- 
coverage arrays, simulations suggest that both approaches can be 
instructive, though residency during detection gaps can only be esti-
mated from the latter. In contrast, in clustered arrays, particle- based 
maps can better encapsulate the extent of movement. The distri-
bution of possible movements may be wider and shaped differently 
from the true path, but it is more useful for prediction (the bias– 
variance trade- off). In sparse arrays, neither approach is informative.

A challenge for applications of our framework is the data  
required on detection probability and movement. Our simulations  
re- affirm the importance of these processes and we encourage sys-
tems that record detections alongside data on detection probability 
and movement speeds to support inference (Kessel et al., 2014). For our  
framework, simulations suggest a degree of robustness to the value 
of any one parameter that emerges from the interactions of multiple 
constraints. However, as for any model, misspecification may mis-
lead inferences, suggesting overly concentrated patterns of space 
use (with parameter under- estimation) or overly extensive ones 
(with parameter over- estimation) that are shaped by array design 
and other constraints. Thus, further research into algorithm sensi-
tivity in different settings is worthwhile.
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Computational requirements also challenge applications of our 
framework. While AC- branch algorithms are deterministic, often 
parallelisable and relatively fast, PF is generally slower because each 
sample is contingent upon previous samples. Consequently, for big 
datasets, focusing on periods of frequent detections, thinning and/
or reducing an analysis' temporal resolution may be beneficial. Given 
the accumulation of PAT data (Matley et al., 2022), detailed evalua-
tion of the consequences of these choices, alongside further compu-
tational optimisation, would be beneficial.

For the case- study species, our illustrative analyses indicate 
responses to catch- and- release angling, fine- scale partitioning and 
localised movements. The post- release analyses demonstrate that 
the rapid ascents of two individuals suggested to exhibit IPRB are 
consistent with movement over the seabed, despite their irregular-
ity. These analyses represent an important step in understanding 
responses to capture and how they are shaped by the environment 
(Lavender, Aleynik, Dodd, Illian, James, Wright, et al., 2022). For the 
two individuals with cooccurring detections, the analyses suggest 
fine- scale spatial partitioning rather than close- knit interactions. 
This demonstrates that multiple individuals may inhabit a similar 
(<0.5 km2) area at the same time while behaving differently, as pre-
viously suggested (Lavender et al., 2021a). The space- use analyses 
suggest that localised movements may continue over longer times-
cales, with continuous residency of individual 540 in a 13 × 13 km 
area over 1 month fully consistent with the data. While this result 
does not preclude movements further afield, it strengthens the ev-
idence that residency in the study area may continue through de-
tection gaps (Lavender et al., 2021a). During this time, the graphical 
habitat preference analysis points towards the exploitation of mul-
tiple benthic habitats, in concordance with recent work (Thorburn 
et al., 2021).

A limitation with our case- study analyses is the lack of infor-
mation on movement speeds. While we suggest methods for in-
ferring mobility from PAT data (in Supporting Information S4.1.4), 
high- resolution activity data would support expansion of our anal-
yses. Building on recent studies, the flapper algorithms could refine 
population- level maps of depth representation and enable exam-
ination of fine- scale movements, population- level patterns of space 
use, residency and habitat preferences (Lavender et al., 2021a; 
Lavender, Aleynik, Dodd, Illian, James, Wright, et al., 2022; Thorburn 
et al., 2021). This information is critical in the design of MPAs for 
mobile species (MacKeracher et al., 2019).

Continued methodological research will support applications of 
our framework and existing approaches. Important areas of future 
research include computational optimisation, method sensitivity 
and the relative merits of existing methods in diverse contexts. Our 
methodology may also offer unexplored opportunities to optimise 
tag and array deployment programmes, through simulation- based 
comparisons of alternative options. Nevertheless, all approaches 
are limited by available data and there is no panacea to the recon-
struction of movements over long detection gaps. Thus, coupled de-
velopment of tagging and array deployment programmes alongside 
analytical approaches is crucial for continued progress.
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